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Toolroom Milling Machine DECKEL FP 3 A

Net price  4450.5 USD
Local tax (VAT)

Category Toolroom Milling
Machines

Manufacturer DECKEL

Company name Alm Trade Sro

Address str. Spitalska 53
Bratislava 1 81101
Slovakia

Telephone +421 940211917
+372 59399716
+49 17627201813

Andreas Pentbas
http://almtrade.unimachines.com

General data
Location Slovakia

region Bratislavský kraj

Year of manufacture 1988

Warranty Without warranty

Technical condition Good

Loading The seller organizes the loading - included in the price
of the machine

Payment Before receipt

Technical parameters

Length of the working table 29.9 in

Width of the working table 18.9 in

Maximum table load (evenly distributed) 551.2 lb

Power of the spindle drive 5.4 hp

Minimum rotary speed of the vertical spindle 31.5 1/min

Maximum rotary speed of the vertical spindle 3150 1/min

Minimum distance of the spindle from the table 90 in

Maximum distance of the spindle from the table 500 in

Travel length of the quill 19.1 in

Travel length X-axis (mechanical feed) 22.8 in

Travel length Y-axis (mechanical feed) 16.5 in
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Travel length Z-axis (mechanical feed) 18.9 in

Maximum feed rate in X-axis 2 in/s

Maximum feed rate in Y-axis 2 in/s

Maximum feed rate in Z-axis 2 in/s

Total power demand 6.3 hp

Additional technical parameters

Travel length X-axis (hand feed) 20.5 in

Travel length Y-axis (hand feed) 12.4 in

Travel length Z-axis (hand feed) 420 in

Dimensions

Machine height 73.6 in

Machine length 55.9 in

Machine width 51 in

Machine weight 2 short ton

Equipment

Digital readouts +

Swivel head (1 axis) +

Universal swivel head (horizontal-vertical) +

Smooth adjustment of the vertical spindle speed +

Quill feed +

Mechanical drive of the quill +

Spindle drive on overarm +

Automatic feed in the axis X and Y +

Automatic feed in the axis Z +

Rapid feed of the table +

Central feed drive +

Independent feed drive for each axis +

Arbor support +

Central lubrication +

Liquid cooling system +

Lighting +

Technical documentation +

CE Declaration +
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